BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
glycerine exuding, as for instance, when a charge of dynamite
was subjected to pressure or exposed to damp.
Several inventors endeavoured to mitigate the former disadvan-
tage in various ways, as by substituting for the kieselguhr absorbent
a mixture consisting partly of hydrocarbons and partly of acid-
forming substances, in such proportions that on the detonation
complete combustion should take place. This type of explosive
was known in England and America as " active dope " dynamite.
In his first patent, Nobel was working on these lines too, the
absorbent being black powder.* In 1866, as has already been
mentioned, he patented a mixture of hydrocarbons and saltpetre in
England, Another important discovery in this field was made by
the Swedes, Ohlsson and Norrbin, who, on the 3ist May, 1867,were
granted a Swedish patent for an explosive consisting of ammonium
nitrate and sawdust, powdered charcoal or some similar substance,
together with an organic nitrate compound; picric acid and nitro-
glycerine were specifically mentioned as examples of the latter.
Alfred Nobel acquired the rights in this discovery, which may be
regarded as the cardinal principle of a whole group of the modern
so-called safety explosives, in a number of other countries besides
Sweden.
These attempts to solve the problem of producing a completely
satisfactory nitro-glycerine of great power did not entirely answer
the purpose either. This is partly proved by the circumstance
referred to above, that liquid explosive oil maintained its special
* In America an explosive is fairly frequently used which more or less corresponds
to the substance which Nobel patented in 1863 in Sweden and several other countries,
and which goes by the name of ** Judson powder ** (Judge Judson was one of the first
persons interested in the Giant Powder Co.). Judson powder consists of a kind of black
powder containing sodium nitrate instead of potassium nitrate, as well as nitro-glycerine.
Nobel had been advised to apply for the patent in question in the U.S*A. as well, but he
refused to do so, since he did not in this case regard himself as being the tok inventor
(American Patent Law requires an oath to be taken to that effect). He clearly held the
view that his brother Emu had assisted in working it out*

